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It has been four years since Darian saw his village sacked and burned by barbarians. Taking refuge

with the Hawkbrothers, he soon finds his life's calling-as a Healing Adept. But even as he learns the

mystical ways of this ancient race, Darian cannot escape the dangers threatening his future.

Another tribe of barbarians is approaching. The time has come . . . to stand up and fight.
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The popular husband-and-wife team here launch yet another trilogy laid in their best-known

creation, the world of Valdemar, with a book that is considerably more accessible for readers new to

Valdemar than many another in the several overlapping triptychs. The action begins during the

recovery of Valdemar from the traumatic events of the Mage Storms trilogy completed by Storm

Breaking (1996). The story is basically about the coming-of-age of Keisha, an untrained healer in a

remote village who is trying to care for her people without going mad, and Darian, a young mage

turned Hawkbrother who has figured in other Valdemar yarns. Together, Keisha and Darian take

active part in the rebuilding of Valdemar. Lackey and Dixon may not develop their protagonists as

remarkably as does Lois Bujold, whose characters grow astonishingly from book to book, or Andre

Norton, who has been ringing changes on classic motifs for a half century. Nevertheless, although

Lackey and Dixon tend to repeat themselves, they always offer a well-told tale. Roland Green --This

text refers to the Hardcover edition.



THE HEALING POWER OF MAGICIt has been four years since the orphan boy Darian sought

sanctuary with the mysterious Tayledras Hawkbrothers when his village of Errold's Grove was

sacked and burned by barbarians.Born a Valdemaran, but now steeped in the mystical ways of the

Tayledras, it has become Darian's dream to be their emissary -- forging an alliance and providing a

diplomatic link with his own people.Back in Errold's Grove, a young woman, Keisha Alder, has taken

over the job formerly held by Darian's old teacher, Wizard Justyn. With no formal education, working

with only the natural instincts of her inborn Healing Gift, she has devoted herself to the care of the

people of her now bustling community. Yet with the heightened empathy of her Gift, and the inability

to shield herself because of her lack of training, it is becoming harder and harder for Keisha to bear

the strains of everyday life.But when Darian returns to Errold's Grove with a small contingent of

Hawkbrothers to warn the townsfolk that another tribe of barbarians is approaching their village and

advises them to evacuate their homes, Keisha refuses to flee. As a Healer she knows she will be

needed if there is blooshed, and her Gift dictates that she stay, even if it puts her life in jeopardy.

Yet how can one small band of Hawkbrothers and two Valdemaran teenagers with partially trained

Gifts stand against the destructive might of a barbarian horde? --This text refers to the Hardcover

edition.

Out of the many clans one decided to leave ; and find help for the Ghost Cat Clan. Summer

Sickness had them travel far from home to look for healer's. Saved the Leaders youngest child and

became heroes.

5 stars for the story line, which I have loved since my first copy, but 3-4 for the Kindle version which

has some transcription issues. The beautiful images by Larry Dixon are unviewable (blobs of black,

no shading pulled though at all) and there are enough typos including missing punctuation, missing

spaces, and misspellings, to make it distracting at various points. This was present in Owlflight to

some extent, but it is quite prevalent in this one.

While introducing new characters , you really enjoy them . I also like the way older characters are

incorporated in this book

go Mercedes Lackey

A book for anyone who ever felt like a misfit. Darian made a place for himself on his own terms! He



had the usual difficulties for a growing boy, but used his head and heart to get past them all. Loved

it!

Love this series. Anything by Mercedes Lackey is worth the read. Wonderful, richly detailed

scenarios with stong, morally centered, likeable characters.

I really enjoyed this series (Owl Stories). Great characters, as always from Ms Lackey. Great

stories. The story is of Valdemar times/customs, but not centered on Heralds...

I love this series. The characters are endearing and loveable. I wish there were more books for this

storyline and characters.
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